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The first thing to understand about bookfuturism is that "book" modifies "futurism" as much as the other way around. So bookfuturists aren't just people promoting the future of the book; they're also a different kind of futurist, the way a cubo-futurist painting like Duchamp's "Nude Descending a Staircase" is different, or Afro-futurism was/is different from typically white science-fiction culture.

A futurist (in Maritetti's original sense) wants to burn down literacies. A bookfuturist wants to put video games in them. A bookfuturist, in other words, isn't someone who purely embraces the new and consigns the old to the rubbish heap. She's always looking for things that blend her appreciation of the two.

I started using the words "bookfuturist" and "bookfuturism" because of Joanne McNeil's name for her Twitter list of wordy nerds who like to think about books and new media: "Bookfuturism." I was one of the people she put on the list, and as soon as I saw the name, I wrote...
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E-Books Are Still Waiting For Their Avant-Garde
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modernist Literature, Art, &amp; Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| c'était                        |
| le nombre                        |
| EXISTAIT-EL                        |
| AUTOMATIQUE ET INDIFFÉRENCIÉE AVANT                        |
| COMMENCER-EL ET CESSER-EL                        |
| Nécessaire que cet état étreint apparaître                       |
| EN CHIFFRÉ-EL                        |
| Évidence de la somme pour peu simple                       |
| ILLUMINÉ-EL                        |
| ce serait                        |
| C'ÉTAIT-EL                        |
| L'ÉVÉNEMENT                        |
| DÉCIDER-EL et CESSER-EL                        |
| NE CHERCHÉ-EL                        |
| ÉVÉNEMENT SI                        |
| LE HASARD                        |
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that reading is defined with or defined against
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QUANTITY
how much we get
how we get more
who’s in charge
the quantitative turn
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constraints are freedom
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(this itself is a paradox)
Pardon The Interruption